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Assence Z (Aganix du Seigneur Z)

Dutchman Winkelmolen needs no convincing about 
newcomer Aganix du Seigneur Z; genetically very 
interesting material’, he says straight away: ‘I have 
been crazy about Aganix for several years. A horse 
can not have better breeding. Aganix has everything a 
showjumping horse needs and I am fond of in-breeding 
on the dam’s line. I have wanted to breed with Aganix 
before, but that failed. I was so happy to learn that 
Zangersheide now offers him. I did not hesitate for a 
moment and am very pleased with the result. The dam 
of Assence Z is C’est Jolie Z (Chopin x Ramiro Z). The 
mares line was founded by my father. The foundation 
dam was bought especially to be crossed with Ramiro 
Z. This produced Jamorka, who is the dam of C’est 
Jolie Z. Her grandam Gamorka is, for example, also 
dam of Nairobi, who earned international fame under 
Leon Thijssen. However, Jamorka was sold and lived in 
Austria, where Winkelmolen, after a long quest, found 
her. She was then already a 21-yr-old. Eventually he 
managed to buy her, as well as her daughter C’est Jolie 
Z. ‘We tried ET several times with the dam, but that 
failed. Fairly soon after we bought her she died. Her 
daughter is a 5-yr-old now and developed well, although 
not socially. She grazed up in the mountains at the side 
of her dam and knows few other horses or people. She 
already produced a filly by Erco vh Roosakker and 
now one by Aganix. Winkelmolen breeds three to four 
foals per year, rears and trains them himself. In the 
past he once sold a foal via the Z-Quality Auction, but 
Winkelmolen does not know yet if we will see Assence 
Z at Z-Festival in July: ‘the chances are that I will take 
her to Z-Festival, but I do not know yet if I will enter 
her for the auction, as well. Never say never, but she has 
super breeding from a proven lineage. I want to show 
her to the jury, to compare her with others, but I am still 
uncertain about the rest’.

New life…  
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Arlecchino du Soleil Z (Atomic Z) 

Dark Angel van ’t Imdehof (Dominator Z) 

& Lachouffe van ’t Imdehof Z (Levisto Alpha Z)

For the Brussels folks Hof ter Imde is not unfamiliar. The restaurant 
in Imde, municipality of Meise, has a good reputation in the area. The 
studfarm Het Imdehof is less well-known, although that may soon 
change. And, note well, Het Imdehof is not related to Hof ter Imde. It 
is understandable that Het Imdehof is not yet well-known. Their first 
foals were born this March. They are not the least, by the way; Dark 
Angel vh Imdehof Z is a daughter of Dominator Z out of a Nabab de 
Reve daughter (Danae d’O). Lachouffe vh Imdehof Z is a daughter of 
Levisto Alpha Z out of Pimindou (Popcorn x Silvio I). Toon Maes is 
the proud owner and, age 18, he is perhaps the youngest Z-breeder. 
Toon is riding at national level and in his holidays he saddle-breaks 
horses. He could persuade his father to invest in their own studfarm, 
although Toon is not the real breeder of his first foals: ‘We bought those 
two mares already in foal. Breeding has always appealed to me. I have 
been reading up on horse families for several years. We knew about 
Dominator Z very well and also the foal by Levisto Alpha Z has turned out quite well. That first time was very 
exciting, we were there when the Levisto Alpha foal was born. The Dominator foal had already been born half an 
hour before we saw it, but everything had gone well.’ And now? ‘Difficult question. These are our first foals. Can you 
sell them just like that? It is all new to us, we have absolutely no experience. How much is a foal like that worth? 
For which price are you willing to let it go? Last year I visited a few auctions and I found it hard to work things out 
precisely. There is already interest for the Dominator foal. I want to present both foals at Z-Festival in the hope that 
one of them will be selected for the auction.’ In the meantime Toon has developed real breeding hunger and three of 
his mares are in foal to Taloubet Z, Cicero Van Paemel Z and Corico Z, respectively. The train has started rolling in 
Het Imdehof.

has to pass the stiff selection of the Z-Quality Auction. 
Only ten percent of the foals offered are picked out’.

Culine Z (Comilfo Plus Z)  

Solid Camillo Z (Solid Gold Z)

Charlotte Nijssen from Sint Truiden originally bought 
Bonita vh Lessenhof for the sport. She is now a 15-yr-
old and is to produce her next generation. Her first foal 
was born in March; Solid Camillo Z. ‘She did well with 
her first foal, she is a proud mother and behaves like 
a good dam’, says a smiling Charlotte. It was obvious 
to consider breeding with her mare: ‘Because Bonita has 
such good papers as a product of Kannan out of a Darco 
daughter. She is very pleasant to handle and because she 
is a solid, tall mare, I chose a more finely cut stallion. 
Although I would have preferred Levisto Z, in the end 
it was Solid Gold Z and I am very happy with the result.’ Charlotte has a full-time job, has 20 horses at home and 
breeds four foals per year, which she likes to keep and train herself. ‘I got acquainted with Zangersheide because I 
have bred with Crown Z in the past and was very pleased with the result and the after-service. I discovered Solid Gold 
Z via their website. I asked Zangersheide for breeding advice and that is how I ended up with Solid Gold, a successful 
choice’, so Charlotte Nijssen believes. She has no experience yet with Z-Festival and the Z-Quality Auction, because 
she first of all breeds for her own pleasure.

At the De Boer family the father breeds and daughter 
and son-in-law bring on their breeding products, which 
immediately suggests that they do not sell their foals. 
They hope to breed some three to four foals per year. 
Culine Z is by Comilfo Plus Z, a blood type foal, De 
Boer has noticed. He also bred her dam Uline DB Z 
(Utrillo Z x Lux Z) and she was started in the sport 

by his daughter: ‘But she was still too young for Uline, 
who was too hot for her. That is why she is now used 
for breeding.’ Last year she produced a foal by Atomic 
Z. ‘This time we chose Comilfo Plus Z because we like 
the blood of Balou du Rouet. This explains one of the 
reasons why we joined Zangersheide, because their 
stallion collection strongly appeals to us’, says De Boer.

Chantal Coutant from Moorsele can in the weekend 
always be found at West Flemish showjumpung shows. 
Horse riding is her passionate hobby. She bought 
Champagne Soleil Z (Caritano Z x Kannan) as a 4-yr-
old for the sport. A few years later she had an accident 
and she had to turn her sport ambitions back a few 
notches. Fortunately Champagne can also be used in 
breeding. Breeding was new to Chantal and she hoped 
to get a filly…it was a colt; Arlecchino du Soleil Z, a son 
of Atomic Z: ‘I had seen a photograph of Atomic in the 
stallion catalogue and immediately fell in love with him’, 
says Chantal: ‘I then won some information and advice. 
For example from Gaby Vandaele from Keros, the sire 
of Atomic Z. Atomic Z fits my mare well. Arlecchino has 
turned into a very handsome colt, but, of course, I am 
biased’, a smiling Chantal admits, who really developed 
a taste for breeding and now wants to try Corico Z. Will 
she show her foal at Z-Festival? There is a good chance 
she will: ‘As it is a colt, he can be sold, although he still 

Seven Days of Glory V&V Z (Sir Obolensky Z)

Herman and his son Daniel are the proud breeders of 
World and European Champion Zenith ridden by Jeroen 
Dubbeldam. They bred Zenith out of Sascha (Fugeo 
du Prelet x Burggraaf) and same Sascha was last year 
introduced to Sir Obolensky Z. The result is a colt by 
the name of Seven Days of Glory V&V Z. How did 
you get by that name? Herman laughs: ‘Our male foals 
all get a name of a rock group. This foal’s name had to 
start with the letter ‘S’ and since we are believers, we 
chose the gospel group Seven Days of Glory. We like to 
stay in the music scene. Herman is originally a KWPN-
breeder, although he has widened his horizons in the 
past few years: ‘I think we have already been a member 
of Zangersheide for four or five years. In the end, it is the 
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his breeding, her sons go into the sport and Herman here 
also refers to the promising 5-yr-old Cardento, in the 
hands of VDL Stud, and a 6-yr-old Padinus has gone to 
a Russian international lady rider. Why did Herman and 
Daniel this time chose Sir Obolensky Z? ‘Because it is 
a stallion with an interesting background and because 
he adds new blood to our breeding. In addition, Sascha 
is a tall, long-lined mare who passes on her blood and 
that could be well-matched with Sir Obolensky. The 
first viewing points into that direction.’ Since it is a colt, 
we want to sell him. ‘If he has not yet been sold before 
Z-Festival, we will certainly go there in the hope to be 
selected for the auction’, Herman Voort concludes.

sport that matters in breeding, that is what we are doing 
it all for and Zangersheide has understood this long 
ago. Our choice to go Z was obvious and it is a private 
company, something that we also like. Especially because 
that works more efficiently. Herman and Daniel Voort 
are running a poultry farm, horse breeding is an integral 
part of their company’s structure. They annually breed 
25 foals or thereabouts. They bought Sascha in the year 
in which they only had one foal to rear. He is, of course, 
very proud of Zenith as his business card, although he 
can also put things into perspective: ‘Apparently Zenith 
is a good horse, but even a good horse has to end up in 
the right hands and Zenith has the good fortune to have 
Jeroen Dubbeldam as a rider and that Jeroen has been 
very patient with him. The daughters of Sascha all serve 

For Fomia Z (For Pleasure)  

 
It is only spring when the first foal is born, says a smiling 
Anja Aerts. She is the breeder of Quolita Z (Quasimodo 
Z x Ramiro Z), who under the French Harold Boisset is 
jumping from one victory to the next. Last year he won 
six times at international level. Anja Aerts is also known 
for her Fomia line and you can recognize the Fomia line 
in her foal: ‘Because of their noble heads and long necks. 
In handling you notice their very specific character. They 
do not easily give in, but once you have won them over, 
they will go through fire for you.’ Anja Aerts originally 
bred for own use. Her daughter started the horses, until 
she had a child and gave up the sport. ‘Now we breed 
some five foals per year with the intention to sell them’, Anja explains. And they sell quite well. Dam Tille Fomia 
(Ahorn x Ramiro Z) was combined with For Pleasure and this year produced For Fomia Z, who was already sold in 
October. Tille Fomia was the most expensive foal she ever bought: ‘We bought her originally as a future showjumping 
horse for our daughter. But as a 2-yr-old she was unexpectedly visited by the horse of the neighbour. She was kicked 
and went head over heels. Her sport career was over before it had begun. Fortunately she made a successful career 
in breeding. She produced Zero (Tangelo vd Zuuthoeve) who jumped at international level under Erica Lickhammer. 
Quasi Fomia (Quasimodo Z) jumped in the Z-Tour under the young German lady rider Zoe Osterhoff. Anja Aerts 
only breeds with stallions that give her a good feeling and the same applies for horses in general. ‘My husband does 
the puzzling, he searches and compares the bloodlines. I first of all have to get goose pimples when I see a horse. It 
is the same for me with people.’ In the same way they found their way to Zangersheide: ‘We have been members of 
Zangersheide since its second year of existence as a studbook. I still remember our first visit to Zangersheide. We had 
parked our car a little further on, near the children’s farm. We walked to Zangersheide and met mister Melchior, on 
horseback. It immediately clicked between us and we became a member. I always follow my feelings and intuition 
and at Zangersheide it always feels like coming home.’

Babacar Z (Baloubet du Rouet)

 
The motivated young breeder Tobias Ibing from 
Oldendorf in Hessia near Hanover entered a foal with 
Zangersheide for the first time this year. Babacar Z, 
born on 6 April, was included in our databank within a 
week. ‘Although I have been a member of Zangersheide 
for ten years, I always registered my foals in Hanover. 
Currently I am convinced that it is commercially far 
more interesting to have Z-papers. As from this year 
I only go to Zangersheide. Out of the dam of Chiara 
from Ludger Beerbaum I already bred several other 
foals. I am already sorry that I did not register those 
with Zangersheide. I will soon start breeding with her 
daughters and they will only produce Z-foals, that is 
for sure! I have a 2-yr-old Embassy II out of the dam 
of Chiara who will later perfectly fit with stallions such 
as Cicero Z, Aganix du Seigneur Z or even Chellano Z. 
Zangersheide has the best of the best to offer and that 
is what explains their success.’ Tobias, who in the past 
bought sperm from top-class stallions such as Diamant 
de Semilly, Cornet Obolensky, Chacco Blue and For 

Pleasure, already had a colt this year by Baloubet du 
Rouet which he calls Babacar Z. ‘I have never seen such 
a handsome Baloubet! Maybe this is so because he is out 
of a typical young daughter of Levisto Z. Her grandam 
by Calato is the full sister of Index, once winner of the 
GP of Neumünster and ranking in the top fifty of the 
world at the time.’ Tobias Ibing is a semi-professional 
horse breeder, he is also active in real estate. His most 
reputable breeding product so far is Catch Me If You 
Can, the 8-yr-old GP-promise of Laura Klaphake. 

Donatella Z (Dominator Z)  
 

Rolf Hollenbeck is one of those veteran breeders from 
the horse region around Osnabrück. In all those years 
he never looked across the border, until last year. ‘That 
is when I started to use stallions from Zangersheide. 
Germany had better watch it. If Westfalia had not had 
Cornet Obolensky, it had already disappeared from the 
map. At OI the registration costs are much higher than 
with Zangersheide. For many years German studbooks 
have pursued too narrow strategies. Belgium has now 
overtaken us and for all those reasons I moved to 
Zangersheide. My first foals were by Asca Z and Atomic 
Z. This year I am expecting two by George Z and this 
filly is by Dominator Z. High-legged, of course, quite the 
result I hoped for. I have already had a few interested 
persons come round and they were all enthusiastic. 
In the meantime I already have two mares in foal to 
Dominator for 2017.’ The dam of Donatella Z  Cosma, 
a daughter of Chacco-Blue, got injured as a 3-yr-old 
and therefore went into breeding straight away. “I had 
seen her in free jumping a few times. Phenomenal!’ Rolf 
Hollenbeck, a farmer, is running the studfarm together 

with his son Sebastien, who trains the horses. For two 
decades already they have been breeding about five 
foals per year. No Father’s Girl is their most well-known 
product. This mare, by a non-licensed sire, performed at 
GP level for many years under Gilbert Böckmann.
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Air Love Bullseye Z (Air Jordan Z) 
 

Mathias Ockerman from Opwijk used to combine an active sports 
career with his studies. Nowadays he has a full-time job as IT Manager 
and his professional career gets priority. ‘I still have to prove myself 
in my job and then you do not count your hours’, Mathias explains: 
‘The result was that I had to put the sport on a low flame. I still 
have two young horses in the cycle. Because I did not want to leave 
the horse-world altogether, I bought a broodmare a few years ago. 
Breeding is a less intensive and time-consuming work than training 
and starting horses.’ Three years ago his first foal was born. ‘Air Love 
Bullseye Z is therefore not my first, but easily the most handsome 
foal I ever bred so far. The reactions on Facebook are elated. I breed 
to sell and I have understood that just being handsome does not sell 
a foal. It has to come from a proven bloodline and with that in mind 
I picked out which mares to buy. The dam of Air Love is a daughter of Echo vh Spieveld by Canturo from the line of 
Danny van Lombergen. He bred her, but she got injured and was lost for the sport. That is how I have been able to 
buy her as a 3-yr-old. Last year she had her first foal, by Colman, and it was sold to Sweden to people who had more 
horses from that same line.’ Because Mathias is so very pleased with the result, he considers using Air Jordan Z again, 
although Aganix Z is also very tempting. ‘My dams have good sport blood and also the offspring of Air Jordan Z are 
beginning to make a name for themselves.’ We will see Air Love Bullseye Z at Z-Festival this July, in the hope that the 
foal will be selected for the auction.

Cizano Z (Cicero Z)

The Danish studfarm Assendruplund is exceptionally proud of 
Cizano Z, a colt by Cicero Z out of a daughter of Diarado. ‘On this 
photograph Cizano Z is one day old. We let him run free in our 
indoor arena and he immediately went up to the fences. I have never 
seen anything like that before. We had to remove the fences from the 
ring in order to have a good look at him, for all he was interested 
in were those fences. Surely, that is a good omen’, says the mother 
with a smile: ‘We have some 25 horses at home, my daughter is a 
professional rider. She is the boss and I pay the bills’, she laughs. 
Her daughter Shannon won bronze in the EC for juniors four years 
ago and last year she finished third in a 1.40m class in the Z-Tour. 
This year she moved her young horses to Oliva and had a first and 
third prize on Can’t Catch Me DB Z, by Candillo Z, which she had 
bought at the Z Quality Auction. ‘We already have six Z-horses by 
now, which we train and sell as youngsters.’ The dam of Cizano Z is 
Hayat’s J’Adore (Diarado x Caletto I) which was bought as a 3-yr-
old. Two years later she had an accident, which put an end to her 
sport career and she was then used for breeding. ‘When I choose a 
stallion it first of all has to be love at first sight and only then I take a look at the bloodline and tyhe offspring of a 
stallion. That is how I fell in love with Cicero Z. And I like the result so much that I intend to use him on three mares 
this year. We breed two to five foals per year, which we train ourselves and our aim is to breed quality sport horses. 
That is why we went to Zangersheide. Because they have stallions that have also proved themselves in the sport and 
when you want to train your horses yourself, you better use the better kind of horses.’ We will not see the foals of 
Assendruplund at Z-Festival, but the hope is that they will one day start in the WC for Young Horses.’
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Aktion’s Dame Z

The firstborn this year was Aktion’s Dame Z, a filly by our super hero Aktion Pur Z out of the young Talou’s Dame 
Z. Talou’s Dame Z is a very pretty daughter of Taloubet Z out of Judy Ann’s former GP-mare Grande Dame Z 
(Grannus). Aktion’s Dame Z has a wonderful appearance and an impressive canter. She has a dream pedigree: Aktion 
Pur Z, Taloubet Z and Grande Dame Z are all GP-horses of the kind that are rare in their age groups. One to keep 
a sharp eye on…

Souplesse Z 

Dam Charcolle Z is a daughter of Caritano Z which was 
bought in 2010 after winning the free jumping for 3-yr-
olds at Z-Festival. An injury forced her to retire early 
from the sport and then she moved to the breeding de-
partment of Zangersheide. Solid Gold Z was chosen as 
the partner for this tall-framed mare to add some extra 
blood and suppleness.

Freaky Dancer Z

Aktion’s Dame Z was born on 28/03, the first day of our 
Z-Tour. Exactly 14 days later, on 10/04 and therefore 
the last day of the Z-Tour the second foal of this season 
was born. Freaky Dancer Z is sturdy son of For Pleasure 
out of Cha Cha Z, the clever Carthago Z daughter on 
which Judy Ann Melchior won, amongst other prizes, 
the bronze team medal at the World Equestrian Games 
in Lexington and she won the Nation’s Cup in Gijon. 
‘It is highly unusual that we use non-Zangersheide stal-
lions, but when my GP-mares have already produced a 
few foals by our own stallions, I also like to use foreign 
blood once in a while. When that combination produces 
a licensed stallion, this will be good for the blood dis-
tribution in our stallion stock and studbook. We do not 
have a son of For Pleasure at stud yet, perhaps this son 
of Cha Cha Z will feature in our catalogue in 2019 or 
2020.’ says Judy Ann.

Cil Z

The fifth in the row is Cil Z, an unusually tall and ath-
letic daughter of Chellano Alpha Z and the mare Cecilia. 
Cecilia Z is a mare bred by the Ahlmann family which 
moved to the studfarm in Lanaken 4 years ago and last 
year drew attention at Z-Festival with an exceptionally 
beautiful foal by Solid Gold Z, Solar Gold Z.  

We will keep you informed in part two of the birth 
season at Zangersheide in our next Z-Magazine. 
We are already eagerly looking forward to the 
foals that will follow. The first foals currently due 
are a foal by our GP-stallion Asca Z out of Lirrya Z 
(Levisto Z – Carthago Z) and a Dominator Z out of 
Ascaïne Z (Asca Z * Cocaïne Z).

Also at Studfarm Zangersheide the first foals have been born. Every year embryo’s 

are flushed from Judy Ann’s former GP-mares and also the 3-yr-old mares are 

inseminated to carry a foal themselves before starting their sport careers. We will 

introduce you to the first of them here below:


